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Abstract - -The singular value decomposition (SVD) has enjoyed a long and rich history. Although 
it was introduced in the 1870s by Beltrami and Jordan for its own intrinsic interest, it has become 
an invaluable tool in applied mathematics and mathematical modeling. Singular value analysis has 
been applied in a wide variety of disciplines, most notably for least squares fitting of data. More 
recently, it is being used in data mining applications and by search engines to rank documents in very 
large databases, including the Web. Recently, the dimensions of matrices which are used in many 
mathematical models are becoming so large that classical algorithms for computing the SVD cannot 
be used. 
We present a new method to determine the largest 10%-25% of the singular values of matrices 
which are so enormous that use of standard algorithms and computational packages will strain com- 
putational resources available to the average user. In our method, rows from the matrix are randomly 
selected, and a smaller matrix is constructed from the selected rows. Next, we compute the singular 
values of the smaller matrix. This process of random sampling and computing singular values is 
repeated as many times as necessary (usually a few hundred times) to generate a set of training data 
for neural net analysis. Our method is a type of randomized algorithm, i.e., algorithms which solve 
problems using randomly selected samples of data which are too large to be processed by conventional 
means. These algorithms output correct (or nearly correct) answers most of the time as long as the 
input has certain desirable properties. We list these properties and show that matrices which appear 
in information retrieval are fairly well suited for processing using randomized algorithms. We note, 
however, that the probability of arriving at an incorrect answer, however small, is not naught since 
an unrepresentative sample may be drawn from the data. @ 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights 
reserved. 
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"One of the most fruitful ideas in the theory of matrices is that of a matrix 
decomposition or canonical fbrm. The theoretical utility of matrix decomposi- 
tions has long been appreciated. More recently, they have become the mainstay 
of numerical linear algebra, where they serve as computational p atforms fl'om 
which a variety of problems can be solved." 
G. W. Stewart 
for Gene Golub on his 15 TM birthday ~ 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The singular value decomposition (SVD), i.e., the factorization of a matrix A into the product 
A = U~V r ,  (1) 
of unitary matrices U and V and a diagonal matrix E, has a long and rich history, as chronicled in 
a paper by Stewart [1]. A formal statement of the existence theorem for the SVD and associated 
definitions can be tbund in standard texts on linear algebra, such as [2-4]. Although it was 
introduced in the 1870s by Beltrami and Jordan for its own intrinsic interest, it has become an 
invaluable tool in applied mathematics and mathematical modeling. Singular value analysis has 
been applied in a wide w~riety of disciplines, most notably for least squares fitting of data [5]. 
More recently, it has been used in data mining applications and by automated search engines, 
e.g., Alta Vista 'e, to rank documents in very large databases, including the Web [6 11]. 1Recently, 
the dimensions of matrices which are used in many mathematical models have become so large 
that classical algorithms for computing the SVD cannot be used. We present a new method to 
deternfine the largest 10%-25% of the singular values of matrices which are so enormous that nse 
of standard algorithms and computational packages will strain computational resources available 
to the average user. If the associated singular vectors are desired, they must be computed by 
another means; we suggest an approach fi)r their comput~-tion. 
This paper is organized as follows. In the remainder of this section, we give some very brief 
background information on the topics related to the remainder of the paper. First, we introduce 
some concepts which serve as the foundation of randonfized algorithms, i.e., algorithms which 
use statistical (random, or randomized) sampling as a means to solve problems which involve 
data sets which are enormous. Next, we briefly review how some very simple neural networks 
can be used to predict properties in data. More specifically, we point to how they can be used for 
analyzing experimental data and curve extrapolation. The deficiencies of alternative methods, 
e.g., polynomial and spline fitting are noted. Finally, we turn to a discussion on the singular wflues 
of a matrix, i.e., how knowledge of the singular wflues yields valuahle information about a matrix, 
such as its norm, as well as its sensitivity to roundoff errors during computations. We explain 
how knowledge of the singular values can be valuable for tuning the performance of infornmtion 
retrieval and ranking systems which are based on vector space models. Some standard algorithms 
fi)r the computation of the SVD are summarized. In the second section, we present our method 
to determine the top 10%-.25% of the singular values of very large matrices. Variations of the 
method are also presented. In the thir(l section, we present results Dora implementations of
our method. A very large matrix constructed using data fl'om an industrial text mining study 
and some randomly generated matrices are considered in our experiments. \Ve conclude with a 
discussion on possible directions for enhancing our method and open theoretical questions. 
IGene Golub was born on February 29. 
'2 A l ta  V i s ta  homepage: h t tp : / /www,  a l tav is ta ,  corn 
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1.1. Randomized Algorithms 
Until the late 1980s, with the exception of a few, isolated examples, randonfized algorithms 
were relegated to use in computational number theory (see, e.g., the seminal papers by Solovay 
and Strassen [12] on primality testing, and Rabin [13] on applications to number theory and 
computational geometry). Once their power in speeding up computations or making possible 
previously impossible tasks came to be recognized by the larger scientific omnmnity--part icularly 
computer scientists--the development of new associated techniques and hybridization of classical 
algorithms with statistical sampling soon followed. Randomized algorithms remain an active area 
of research [14]. In a 1991 ground breaking survey paper, Karp describes them as follows. 
"A randomized algorithm is one that receives, in addition to its input data, 
a stream of random bits that it can use for the purpose of making random 
choices. Even for a fixed input, different runs of a randonfized algorithm may 
give different results; thus it is inevitable that a description of the properties 
of a randomized algorithm will involve probabilistic statements. For example, 
even when the input is fixed, the execution time of a randomized algorithm is 
a random variable." (See [15, p. 166].) 
Randomized algorithms are often used to solve problems using random samples from a set or 
sets of data which are so enormous that processing by conventional means is not possible or 
prohibitively slow. 
For example, suppose we are given three large and dense n x n matrices A, B, and C with 
integer entries, and we want to know if C is the product of A and B, i.e., we would like to 
determine if the following statement true: 
AxB=C.  
Multiplication of matrices requires O(n 3) floating point operations or flops [3]. A more efficient 
randomized algorithm which usually outputs the correct answer is the following. 
• Take a random n × 1 bit vector, i.e., a vector of length n, with all but a single entry equal 
to zero. The single nonzero entry has the value equal to one. We note that the entry 
which is nonzero is the randomized variable. 
• Compute B • r. 
• Then compute A(B  • r). 
• Compute C .  r. 
• Finally, check if A(B  • r) = C .  r. 
• If "YES", then continue checking with more vectors, until the desired risk of error is below 
the user specified threshold. If "NO", then terminate and output negative answer. 
Steps 2, 3, and 4 each require n 2 flops, and Step 5 requires n operations, so for each bit vector, a 
total of (3n 2 + n) are required. For this particular type of randomized algorithm, the probability 
of an error is one-sided, i.e., a negative answer is always correct, but an affirmative answer 
is always associated with a very small probability of error. The probability of arriving at an 
incorrect conclusion decreases as the number of iterations are increased to test the matrix product. 
Fifteen to 20 iterations uffice for most practical purposes, which requires, at most (60n 2 + 20n) 
operations. To summarize, for large matrices, this randomized algorithm is a highly reliable 
and efficient means for determining whether a given matrix is the product of two other given 
matrices [16]. Since it is not 100% fail-safe, it should be only used for appropriate applications. 
One of the important principles underlying the successful development of a randomized algo- 
r ithm such as ours, is the assumption that a random sample from the very large pool of data 
under consideration is likely to be representative of the complete set of data. Of course, if more 
samples are taken, or if the population of each sample is increased, there is a higher probability 
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of se lec t ing  a more rel)resentative sanlIlle fl'om the complete set of data. An examl)le of a set of 
data which is well suited for randomized sampling is an enornlous bag filled with over one lnillion 
integers fl'om the se~ {0, 1, 2 . . . .  ,25}. Each of the integers appears with the same fl'equency as 
all of the others. 
An example of a set  of  data  whi( 'h ix m)t as well suited ix a.n enormous bag filled with owx 
a million integers, all of which are zero, except ti)r a single integer which is mlity. Unless nlany 
samples are taken, and each saml)le is fairly large, the probaMlity of selecting the single integer 
which is unity is very slnall, and we would I)e led to believe that all of the integers in the bag 
al'e 7~ero. The ln'Ol)leln associated with the data in this second example is relat, ed to another 
important ulMerlying 1)rineil)ie known as the o.buud(z¢~ce of wit%cs.ses, which was introduced by 
I(arl). 
"Randomized algorithms often involve deciding whether tile inl)ut data to a. 
l)rol)lem possesses a certain property . . . .  Often, it is possible to establish the 
t)rol)erty I)y finding a certain object called a wit'ness. While it may be hard 
t(} f ind a witness deterministically, it ix often possible to show that witnesses 
are (pfite at)midallt iu a certain l)robability space, and thus one can search 
etti(:iently fior a witness by repeatedly sampling from the probabil ity space. If 
the property h()hls, then a witness is very likely to be tound within a few trials; 
thus the failme of the algorithm to find a witness in a long series of trials gives 
strong circmnstantial evidenc¢~, lint llOf al)solute l)roof', that tile input does not 
have the required l)rOl)erty." (See [15, 1). 166].) 
Randomized algorithnis, such as the one we t)resent ill Section 2. are used to determine certain 
l)rOl)crties associated with an enormous et ()f data. In the problem we consider, the properties 
are t.he singular values. All analogoHs exalnl)le fin' ()111' t)robleln involving matrices is all enol'lnous 
:~I × N matrix in which all of the row vectors are (1,0, 0 , . . . ,  0) except one row, whi(:h is equal to 
((}, 1, 0, 0 . . . . .  0). \\5, will explain in detail why this matrix would be 1leer input fl)r ore' algorithm 
in Secti(m '2. after we present our algorithm. 
\\q~ ca,It.ion the reader that the algorithm we l)rOl)osed in this paper bel(mgs to class of ran- 
domized algorithms which olltl)Ut a corl'eet Of lleal'ly COITecL allsVVel' 7l?,ost of the time, however, 
th(, l)robal)ility of arriving at all incorrect aaswer, however small, is not naught since an mn'el)- 
reseutative Saml)le may I)e (Irawn fi'()m the large pool of data. 
1.2 .  Neura l  Networks  
The deveh)l)ment and design of ,rtif lc, l  ne'tu'o.l networks (ANNs) or 7~,c'~tr,.I rtctworks were 
motiv~ted I)y the remm'kable ability of the lmman brain to process massive alllOllllts of sensory 
data in parallel, to arrive quickly at decisions, to trigger associated reactions, and to learn fl'om 
('xperience. The historical development of the field is described in detail in [17,18J. 
ANNs are (massively parallel) uetwork,s of many processors, each of which may l,~ve local 
tllelnory. The l)l'OCt~ssors, or ct.ev, rons, are connected by unidirectional conmmnication chanIleIS 
which carry numeric data. The units only process data in their local lnemory and which they 
receive via their commctions. Typically, a set of training data is input into a nem'al network, e.g., 
a pair of coordinates from a cm've {(xi,!J,)}. The neural net is "trained" by inl)utting the :ri. 
The difli~rences I)etween the predicted Ys and tile ttctual (known) wflue for 9j are comput, ed, and 
this difference ix Ilse(I t() adjust the weightmp; I)arameters in the nem'al network model. This 
~d.justment can take l>laee as each pair ()f data l)oints is evaluated for accuracy or it can take 
place after output fl'om several i)airs or the entire set of training data is evaluated. A fairly la.rge 
l l l lnl])el  ()f data points and lllallV iterations ale normally nee(led to train a network to accurately 
l)re(li(:t ()lltl)ut values. Since the cOml)lltatiolls to complete a single iteration is very light and are 
indel)endent tk)r ea(:h c()lill)oiielit, the total ~llll()/lllt Of eOmlmtation required ~o refine an il}l/ut- 
output model is lismdly not s() large as to I)e l)rohibitive fin' many applications. Fm'thermore, 
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the localized nature of the computations performed by neural networks lends itself naturally to 
parallel processing. 
A typical neural network for extrapolating a monotone increasing curve, such as the type we 
consider in subsequent sections, is illustrated in Figure 1. It operates as follows. 
• Begin with a neuron with m synapses with m associated synaptic weights Wkl, wk2, 
• .. ,wk,,, a summing junction with bias bk and activation function ¢(.). 
• Input a set of training points {(x,, Yi)}, i.e., for each input value x~, the output value is y~. 
• The neuron operates according to the pair of equations: 
'ak ~ Z 'Wkj:L'j, 
j=  1 
Yk = ¢('u~ + bk), 
where uk is the linear combiner output, bk is the bias, and qS(.) is tile activation function. 
The activation function is used to linfit the amplitude of the output values. The bias 
increases or lowers the net input to the activation function. 
• The differences between the predicted Yi and the actual value for yj are computed, and is 
used to adjust tile weighting parameters wkj. 
bias 
x(1) = w(kl) b(k) 
x(2) , w(k2)  ~~~ 1 
/summing activation 
x(m) ~ w(km) / junction function 
P 
y(k) 
output 
input synaptic 
weights 
Figure 1. Example of a neuron. 
Some examples of activation flmctions qS(.) used in many simple implementations of neural net- 
works are the Heaviside function 
1, v>O,  
¢(v)= O, v<O, 
a piecewise linear function with a less abrupt transition from naught to unity: 
1 1, v_>~, 
1 
¢(v)= ~, ~>_v>- -  
1 
O, v<- -  
- -  2 ~ 
1 
2' 
and the sigmoid function 
¢(v) - 
1 + exp( -av)"  
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In this paper, we use neural networks to fit experimental data to a monotone, increasing curve. 
The data we use for training are very small values of x, and Y.i. We predict the singular values of a 
matrix by extrapolating the curve to very large values of x and y. Simpler curve fitting methods, 
such as polynomial and spline approximation cannot be used in our application because the values 
we predict are several times or even an order larger than tile values which appeaL" in our training 
data. Polynomial and spline fitting are appropriate when the data to be estimated lie in tile same 
range as the training data since they oscillate and take on extreme values outside the range of 
the training data. In our experiments described in later sections, we used a neural net algorithm 
called multiple-layer feedfor"ward network (MLFN) and the program in [19]. Multilayer neural 
nets process data using several ayers of neurons before outputt ing data. Feedforward neural nets 
do not feedback tile output data in intermediate layers; the data movement is unidirectional in 
the forward direction. An illustration of a very simple MLFN with one hidden layer and one 
output layer is given in Figure 2. Detailed discussions on MLFN algorithms, variations, and 
enhancements are given in [20]. More sophisticated MLFNs are based on techniques uch as 
the conjugate gradient Lnethod, direct line minimization, and stochastic optimization (sinmlated 
annealing). 
© 
Hidden layer Layer of output 
Input layer of neurons neurons 
Figure 2. Example of a fully connected feedforward network with one hidden layer 
and one output layer. 
1.3. Singular Values and Propert ies of Matrices 
Accurate estimates of the largest 10%-25% singular values of" a matrix are useful for under- 
standing properties of the matrix from a theoretical perspective. For symmetric, positive definite 
matrices, the singular wflues are the eigenvalues. For general, rectangular matrices, singular 
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values can be used, among many things, to determine: 
• the 2-norm of a matr ix;  
• the closest distance to any matr ix  with rank N,  whenever the N th singular value can be 
est imated by our technique; and 
• a lower bound for the condit ion mm~ber of a matr ix.  
V~re e laborate  on these three points. The largest singular value is the 2-norm of a matr ix,  where 
the 2-norm of a matr ix  represents the maximun~ magnif ication that  can be undergone by any 
vector when acted on by the matrix.  The N th singular value of a matr ix  (:an be used to determine 
the closest distance to any matr ix  of equivalent dimensions with rank N. 
THEOREM. (See [21].) Let the singular value decomposition of A be given I)3" e(tu~ttion (1) with 
r = rank(A)  _< p = n-fin(m, tO, and define 
: Uk k 
(see Figure 3). Here E~. is a diagonal matrix u.'ith k nonzero, monotonically decreasing db~gonal 
elements ~1, ~'2, . •., c~,, and Ut and Vt are matrices whose cohmms are the left and right singular 
vectors of the k largest singular values of A. Unless specified otherwise, the remaining entries 
of U~ and Vk are zero. Then 
rain IIA-BII~ : IIA-&II~ =~+l +"+~, ,  
rank(B):k 
where II " I[F denotes the. Frobenius norm of a matrix. The proof of the theorem is available in 
many texts, including [2 4]. 
mxn 
m 
mxm mxn nxn  
T 
A U 7 V 
Term Document 
Vectors Vectors 
Figure 3. Construction of Ak, the closest rank-k approxinmtion to A, through mod- 
ification of the singular value decomposition f A. The colored portions of A, l;. E, 
and V T remain intact, and entries of the white portions of the matrices are set to 
zero to construct Ak, Uk, Ek, and VJ. 
The condition number of a nonsingular matr ix  A, which we denote by n(A),  is one of the 
s implest  and most useful measures of the sensit ivity of the l inear system associated with the 
matr ix ,  i.e., Ax = b. Although it is defined as ti le 2-norm of A t imes the 2-norm of ti le inverse 
of A, i.e., 
~(A) = HAIl2 llA-1ll~, 
for very large matrices, the computat ion  of the inverse of A and its 2-norm may be too difficult. 
The condit ion nmnber is the largest singular value divided by the smallest s ingular vahte. The 
largest s ingular value for very large matr ices can be est imated by our technique or the power 
method (see Section 1.5). Computat ion  of the smallest singular value of very large matr ices 
is very difficult. A l though our technique cannot be alwavs be appl ied to compute the smMlest 
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singular wdue, if we comI)ute up to the N th singular value, then the quotient Q - (cr l /cry,)  will 
give a lower bound tor the condition number of the matrix, i.e., a;(A) > Q. If the matrix A is 
extremely huge, then a very accurate stimate of ~N may be costly to compute, however, it is not 
as expensiw~' to compute a reliable estimate of an upper bound for VN using our method (details 
are given in Section 3). The upper bound fin' crN can be used to compute a lower bound for Q 
and the condition number ~(A). Knowledge of a lower bound for ~(A) is useflfl if it is large, 
since we know that COml)utations with the matrix A will be very sensitive to roundoff errors. If 
an estimated lower bound for h:(A) is small, we trove not gained any new information. We close 
this subsection with two notes of caution. 
(1) Since our estimation method is based on a randomized algorithm, there is a (very small) 
D'obability tha.t our estimates are inaccurate. 
(2) The bound we obtain is based on empirical obserw~tions, not on rigorous mathematical 
proofS. 
1.4 .  S ingu lar  Va lnes  and  In format ion  Retr ieval  
As mentioned earlier, the SVD is being used in some automated search and retrieval systems 
to rallk documents in very large databases [22,23] and more recently the algorithm has been 
extended to retrieval, ranking, all.d visualization systems fl)r the Web [6 11]. These systems are  
based on a l)reprocessed mathematical model of docunlent-query spat:e. The relationship between 
possil)le (tuery terms and (h:)cuments i represented by an tit × ~ matrix A, with i j  th entry (;ij, 
i .e..  
A-  ),~j]. 
The entries a,j consist of infornmtion on whether term i occurs in document j, and may also 
include weighting infbrmation to take into account specific properties, such as the length of the 
document, the importance (or relevance) of the query term in the document, and the frequency 
of the query term in the document. A = [(z,j] is usually a very large, sparse matrix, because the 
number of keyword terms in any single document is usually a very small fraction of union of the 
kevword lerms in all of the documents. 
Alter treat.ion and preprocessing of the matrix A, the next step is the computat.ion of the 
singular value decomposition (SVD) of A. Although the computation does not have to take place 
in real time. it has to be (:ompleted quickly enough for very large sparse matrices (at least tens of 
thousands-by-tens of thousands, and l)referal)ty millions-by-millions) to enable fl'equent updating 
of the matrix model. 
The noise in matrix A is reduced I)y constructing tcmodified matrix At., frolll the k largest 
singular values and their corresponding vectors, i.e., 
A~, = Ua, G/,,1/~ T . 
Here we follow the notation used in the theorem by Eckhart and Young given earlier. 
Queries are processed in two steps: q,,ev 9 l,Wectior~ followed by ruatchi~z 9. In the query 
project, ion step, input queries are mapped to p,seudo-doc'ume~,ts in the reduced query-document 
space by the matrix U~,, then weighted by the corresponding singular values cri fl'om the reduced 
rank. singular matrix Ea.. The process can be summarized mathematically as
q ~ q q~UkE~ 1, 
where q represents tile original query w~ctor and q the pseudo-document. Ii1 the second step, sim- 
ilarit.ies between the pseudo-document q and documents in the reduced term document space Va T 
are ranked by measuring the cosine of the angle between the query and the modified document 
vectors, i.e., by computing the tuner product of the normalized vectors. 
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Although a variety of algorithms based on document vector models for clustering to expedite 
retr ieval and ranking are available [24-26], the type ()f dimensional reduction scheme descri/)ed 
above, known as l a tent  semant ic  indexing (or LSI) [22,231, usually leads to more accurate results 
since it takes into account synonymy and po lysemy.  Synonymy refers to the existence of equiwdent 
or similar terms which can be used to express an idea or object in most languages, au(l polysemy 
refers to the fact, that  some words have nmltit)le, urnelated lneanings. Absence ()f accounting for 
synonymy will lead to many snlall, disjoint ('lusters. some of which should actual ly b(, c lustered 
together,  while al)sence of accounting for polysemy can lea(l t() clustering together of unrelated 
documents.  
hf format ion on tile spread of the singular values of the document-query matr ix,  i.e., the relative 
changes in the singular wdues when moving from the largest to the smallest can be used t~o 
determine an appropr iate  dimension of a reduced subspace fi)r model ing docmnent-keyword space. 
Currently,  two methods are most commonly used to set the (lim(,nsioll of the sul)sl)ace. 
• Decide a pr io r i  how many singular values can I)e C()llq)uted and set the dimension to I)e 
equal to this number,  or 
• decide on an acceptable range for the dimension, e.g., t / in i l  ~ < dimension < d,,,~,×, and 
determine a l)recise value based on whether there is a big relative jura 1) in the distance 
between two consecutive singular values in the range, i.e., set the dimension to be E 
[drain, dm~x] if ~, - o ' i _  1 << o ' i+ l  o-i. 
Before we make a final decision on the dimension of the subspace, we can est imate whether paging 
will occur, and if so, ti le extent of paging and associated overhead in t ime if we use some rel iable 
method to compute the singular vectors, e.g., the Lanczos method. 
1.5.  S tandard  Approaches  to  Comput ing  the  SVD 
In this section, we review three al)I)roaches which are widely used to (;Ollll)ut.e the SVD of 
matr ices.  
Househo lder  re f lec t ions  and  G ivens  ro ta t ions  
Computat ion  of the SVD of mo(lerate-sized matr ices (on the order of a tbw hun(h'ed I)v a tk~w 
hundred) is not difficult. If a matr ix  A is quite small and llot ne(:essarily sl)arse, a reasonat)le 
approach is to use Househo lder  reflectio1~s to bidiag(malize ,4, i.e., tral~stbrm A to the fornl 
(~:1 31 0 • - • 0 
0 (~2 d,2 ". 
". ". . 0 
/~  - i 
0 . . . . . .  () o ,, 
0 . . . . . .  () 
0 . . . . . .  0 
Next, apply  sequences of plane rotators to zero tile SUl)erdiagonal elenmnts di. P lane  ro tators  
(also called Givena rotators  and Givcn,s t'ral~,@)rrmltwn.s') arc matrices in which all nondiagonal  
entries are naught and diagonal entries are unity. Exceptions occur at tim four engrles, for wlfich 
A( i , i )  = A( j , j )  = cos# and A( i , j )  = -A( . j , i )  = - s in& 
1:3.1u RI. ~iOBAl~ASI~1 et a/. 
where 6’ denotes the angle of rotation (see [3, Chapter 51). Writ,ten out explicitly. ~‘iz~rl,s r~otntors 
are nMrices which have the form 
1 
1 
(‘OS 0 
sin Q 
. 
1 
_ sin 0 
1 
cos H 
1 
. 
1 
Note t,hat when the rotator is a 2 x 2 matrix, it reduces to the standard rotation matrix in a 
two-climensional plane. 
TYhen Givens rotations are used to zero an entry on the superdiagonal, it normally creates a new 
nonzero entry on the subdiagonal. For instance, zeroing the (1,2) entry causes recomputat,ion 
of the (2,l) entry. When another Givens rotation is used to zero the new subdiagonal (2,1) 
element, a new nonzero entry is normally created in the super-super diagonal (1.3) entry. This 
process of using a sequence of Givens rotations to eventually remove each superdiagonal entry of 
a bidiagonal matrix is called "chmsing'! 01 "zero chasing" (see Figure 4) [5]. A sequence of Givens 
rotations or zero chasing must, be performed to zero each (i, i + l)t” element of t,he bitlia.gonal 
matrix. beginning with 1: = 1, then i = 2, 3, . 
a(i,2) as startmg entry 
for “zero chasmg” 
x/x 4 
0 0 0 
x x 0 0 
0 4 x x 0 
0 0 4 x x 
0 0 0 4 x x 
0 = zero entry 
X = nonzero entry 
[XI = new nonzero entry 
Use of Householder transformations followed by Givens for computing the SVD will normally: 
1. destroy special features of t,he matrix A (including sparsity): 
2. require significant memory: and 
3. bc computationally slow. 
Most, of the older, over-the-counter software packages for comput,ing the SVD wertl designed for 
solving least, squares problems, and they use the Householder plus Givens approach. e.g., [27]. 
The power method and subspace iteration 
If A is very sparse and only a few of the singular values and singular vectors of A we ncrclcd in 
an application (for example, LSI described in Section 1.4). a reasonable approach for computing 
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the SVD of A may be subspace i terat ion followed by modif ied Gram-Schmidt .  Subspace iteration 
is based on the power method--an even simpler algorithm, which is used in nlany scientific 
appl icat ions to determine the largest eigenvalue and the associated eigenvector of a matr ix  A. 
As we shall see, these methods work best when the singular values are dist inct and spaced well 
apart .  
Ill both ti le power and subspace i terat ion methods,  we consider the matr ix  I)roducts 
B = A T • A and B = A-  A T 
then set the matr ix  wit 1~ >~,,dlor dimension to be B. The eigenvalues Ai of B are the square of 
ti le s ingular wdues a, ~)t' .~, i.,,.. Ai = c~. Eigenwdue determinat ion for this l)roblem is not as 
difficult as for general m;tt rice> Since B is symmetr ic ,  posit ive semidefinite, its eigenvalues are 
real, and all of its Jordan I)ox(,, , , , ,  1-by-1. In general eigenvalue finding programs, a substant ia l  
port ion of extra  code is devol,,~l ,,, ,,,sts for determining the (possible) existence of mult ip le roots 
and the size of associated Jordan bc,×vs. And it is very difficult to write fail-safe, fast (:ode which 
processes mult ip le and very closr roots. 
In the power method [2-4], we be@u with an arb i t rary  vector v of unit length. In most cases. 
the vector has a nontr ivial  component i~ thr  ~lirection of ti le eigenvector 'ul associated with the 
largest eigenvalue A1. a Then we comput(, the lilt~it of the Rayleigh quotient of the matr ix  B, 
defined as ~,r B .... 1~, 
/~1 = liln 
This  computat ion  can be reduced to matr ix-vector  ;ind v,(:tor-vector mult ip l icat ions to avoid 
expl icit  matr ix -matr ix  mult ipl icat ions, i.e., B A T • A. ~h(~ ,TBv is computed as follows: 
: (A (A,,)). 
Similarly, mult ip l icat ion begins fl'om ti le r ightmost vector and matr ix  when B = A • A T.4 To 
determine the second largest eigenvalue, we select a start ing vector of unit lengttl wittl no com- 
ponent  in the direct ion of the eigenvector vl. Subsequent eigenvalues Ar~ can be determined by 
using a start ing vector with no component in the directions of the (n - 1) largest eigenvectors 
v l, v2 . . . ,  v,~_ 1, corresponding to the (n - 1) largest eigenvalues A 1, A2 , . . . ,  A,,_ 1.5 
As many eigenvalues as desired can be computed this way, ill theory, so long as the eigenvalues 
are dist inct  and are spaced well apart;  if two or more eigenvalues are very (:lose in values, it 
is very difficult to separate them during the iterative process. This "sequential" approach of 
determin ing progressively smaller eigenvalues using the power method is not used in practice. 
The s tandard  pract ice is to compute tile desired number of eigenvalues imultaneously, using 
subspace or s imultaneous i terat ion followed by modified Granl -Schmidt  o ensure orthogonal i ty  
of the recovered eigenvectors (details can be found in [3]). Use of the modified, rather than 
classical, Gram-Schnf idt  is recommended since numerical roundoff often leads to poor results 
when the cl~ssical method is used. 
Lanczos algorithms for symmetric, positive semidefinite matrices 
A good algor i thm for comput ing some (but not all) of ti le singular values and the associated 
singular vectors of a large, sparse matr ix  A is to apply Lanczos tr id iagonal izat ion to the square 
:~tgven if tile starting vector has essentially no component in the direction of vl, round-off errors will usually 
accumulate during the iterative computations to generate a component ill the direction. 
4If we just want vT13v, we would be better off computing the clot product Av. Av (which would reduce the work 
by one matrix-vector multiplication), however, we would like to know the value of/3v. 
5l)uring the computation ofAn, after several iterations, round-off errors usually begin to contribute components in
the direction of Vl, v2 • • • v,~- 1. Orthogonalization with respect o these vectors needs to performed every several 
steps to ensure orthogolmlity with respect o v,z. 
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matrix B = A3-A. Note that B should be computed implicitly to minimize the use of memory. 
Since B is symmetric, positive definite, Lanczos tridiagonalization will convert it to the form 
a l  ~1 0 -.. 0 
0 t5'2 ". ". 0 
0 • • ' 0 ~-  1 ~:~ 
without many of the difficulties associated with the Lanczos method for more general matrices. 
A fast, reliable, and parallelizable, eigenvalue routine, such as the Sturm sequence method can 
be used to compute the eigenvalues of B. Unfortunately, the associated eigenvectors must be 
computed separately. Concise references to the algorithms are given in [3,4]. Variations of the 
algorithm which exploit special properties of the input matrix are given in [28]. The theory is 
given in the first volume and programming code in an outdated version of FORTRAN in the 
second volume. 
Specialized software packages for computing the SVD of very large matrices using the Lanczos 
algorithm are the subroutine SSVDC in LINPACK [29,30], LANSO [31], and LAPACK and 
ScaLAPACK [2,32,33]. SVDPACK and SVDPACKC are two Lanczos software packages which 
have been used extensively for information retrieval by acadenfic institutions or for noncommercial 
purposes [32,34]. 
In our implementations of the Lanczos algorithm for (partial) tridiagonalization f a symmetric 
rnatrix [9,10], we followed the algorithm in [4, Section 13.1.1, pp. 288 289]. In straightforward im- 
plementations of the algorithm, the computed Lanczos vectors ceased to be mutually orthogonal 
after some steps, and duplicate copies of eigenwflues were recovered. The virtues of maintaining 
orthogonality of the Lanczos vectors and several useful techniques for carrying out orthogonal- 
ization, including full reorthogonalization, selective orthogonalization, (with and without modi- 
fications), and Scott's orthogonalization are given in [4,35,36]. Details of the various versions of 
our implementations, including a discussion of dynamic data structures are given in [9,10]• 
2. SAMPL ING ALGORITHMS FOR 
DETERMIN ING S INGULAR VALUES 
In the first half of this section, we present a randomized sampling algorithm to estimate the 
eigenvalues of a symmetric, positive, senfidefinite matrix and a couple of variations. Further 
possible variations and their extensions are discussed. In the latter half, we discuss types of 
matrices which are suitable for processing using our algorithm. Most randomized algorithms 
require that the input data possess ome fundamental properties. We outline these properties and 
discuss why wb can expect very large matrices which appear in information retrieval applications 
to be (or be fairly) suitable for input. 
2.1. Sampling Algorithms 
In this section, we present a sampling algorithm and two variations, and we elaborate oil how 
further variations can be devised. The best variation to use in a given situation depends on the 
special properties of the matrix, its size and available computational resources. 
ALGORITHM 1. Let A denote a very large M x N matrix whose singular values as cannot be 
computed due to the enormity of its size. 6 Construct a smaller matrix A (1) by randomly se- 
lecting P (P < M) rows from the very large matrix. Compute the singular values al l) of this 
6If a user has sufficient memory resources, usually, the primary limitation on computations involving very large 
matrices i  paging. 
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smaller matrix A (1) using any standard method, such as the Lanczos method fo l lowed by Sturm 
sequencing [4]. ReI)eat this process 50 times (or any number of times which is sufficiently large 
to allow statistical analys is) ,  i.e., construct  matr ices  A (*), i = 1, 2, 3 , . . . ,  50, by taking different 
random samples of rows of A each time. For each A (i), compute the largest singular vahle (r{ i), 
the second largest singular value cr~ '), the third largest singular value c,:~ ), mid so fl)rth until 
however many singular values are desired. To estimate (rt,, the k ~h singular value of the original, 
i~) full nratrix A, plot the statistical spread of the cr i, , i.e., the singular values of the A (i), and 
compute the mean *'~k. Next, vary P, the number of randomly selected rows, and repeat this 
process. Finally, plot P versus Pcri. The graph will be a smooth curve, which can be used to 
obtain a good estimate of cri by estimating the value of cri when P = M through extrapolation. 
Extrapolat ion can be performed manually, by a human or with a software tool, such as neural 
nets, see, e.g., algorithms in [19]. 
Note that if P << M and P << N, a standard random mnnber generator ~a~ailable on a system 
library can be run to select the rows to generate the small matrix. This allows for the small 
possibility that the same row may be selected twice. If P is not extremely small compared to ili 
and N, then it is better to run a program after the random number generating program to check 
that  the row has not already been selected. This note also applies to Algorithms 2 and 3 described 
beh)w. We used the standard deviation as a guide fi)r t, he cst, imated error, howt~v(q', we do not 
know how inherent errors in our method will affect the accuracy of ore" estimates. 
ALCORITHM 2. Let A denote a very large M × e\" matrix whose singular wllues cri camlot I)(; 
computed due to the enormity of its size. Construct a smaller matrix PA by randomly selecting 
P (P  < kt)  rows from the very large matrix. Comlmte the singular values l 'ai of this smaller 
matrix PA using any standard method. Carry out this process fin' a series of P,  e.g., P = 
20, 21, 22 , . . . ,  120. For each oi, plot P versus the estimates Pcri. Compared with the data fl'om 
the first algorithm, the graph will be a curve with considerable noise, however, it can be used 
to obtain a good estimate of (ri through extrapolation since there are so many sampling points. 
Extrapolat ion can be l)erformed manually, by a human, or a software extrapolation tool, such 
as neural nets. If we use neural nets, there are many more points to be input for training and 
more noise in the data (since we did not take many samples for each P to compute an average 
estimate for Pai), so the quality of the results compared with those front the first algorithm is 
not known. What  is certain is that significantly more computat ion will be needed to train the 
neural net for the second algoritlnn. 
ALGORITIIM 3. A hybrid of Algorithms 1 and 2 can be used to generate a curve tot estimating 
the singular values. Let A denote a very large M x N matrix whose singular w~lues cr i cannot be 
computed due to the enormity of its size. Construct a smaller matrix PA bv randomly selecting 
P (P  < M) rows fi'om the very large matrix. Compute the singular values t'crj of this smaller 
matrix PA using any standard method. Carry out this process for a series of/D evenly or  unevenly 
spaced. If we carry ont the process inore than once for some /9, we take the average of the singular 
values. For each vi, plot P versus the estimates t'c~,. The gral)h can be used to obtain an estimate 
of ~ri if we use extrapolation. To obtain a nice estimate, we would like to either have estimates 
for the singular vahles for ninny values of P or many runs flw each P ()r an intermediate value of 
both. Extrapolat ion can be performed lnanually, by a human, or a software extrapolation tool, 
such as neural nets. 
2.2 .  Proper t ies  o f  Input  Mat r i ces  
Tile randomized sampling algorithms we presented ill this section are well suited for certain 
types of matrices and not so well for others. The suitability of a. matrix is not fixed. It can be 
improved by increasing tile sizes of the samples, the frequency of repeated sampling fi)r a given 
size, and the number of data points to be generated for curve fitting. We give an example below 
to illustrate these features. 
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A matrix which has the potential of being highly ill-suited for our sampling algorithms is a 
very large M x M diagonal matrix A, with diagonal elements 
A = d iag(~l ,1 , . . . ,1 ) ,  
where or1 >> 1. Suppose that in our initial sets of experiments, we sample a successively increasing 
set of rows P1, P2, . . . ,  Pa-, where P~. << M and k is relatively small. For this set of sampling 
experiments, the probability that the first row will be sampled in any of the runs is very small, 
and we may be misled to believe that the largest several singular values of the matrix are all unity. 
This situation can be avoided by modifying the experiments using any one or a combination of 
three different enhancements. 
• Repeat (or increase the number of repetitions of) experiments for a given sample size Pi 
and average the results, paying special attention to note if a few runs deviate a lot from 
the average, r 
* Increase the number of rows to be sampled in each of the runs and especially so that Pk 
is no longer relatively tiny with respect o the matrix dimension M. 
• Increase the number of different size samples, i.e., increase k for P1, P2, . . . ,  P~:. 
All three of these enhancements are designed to increase the probabil ity that the first row will be 
sampled, however, the first enhancement is particularly effective and should always be possible 
front a hardware perspective since the frequency of runs is increased, but not the sizes of the 
matrices in each of the runs. 
We describe why the enhancements can be expected to improve the accuracy of the solution. 
First, note that whenever the first row is selected to be in the sample, the largest singular value 
of the Pi x M submatrix will be equal to rrl, and all other singular values equal to m~ity. When 
we repeat or increase the number of experimental runs for a fixed sample size, we increase the 
probabil ity that the first row will be selected in one of the runs. Whenever the first row is 
selected, the largest singular value will be (correctly) identified as Crl. For runs which do not 
sample the first row, the largest singular value will be (incorrectly) identified as unity. As long as 
the first row" is sampled at least once in one of the experimental runs, the average of the resnlts 
will lead to the estimate that the largest, singular value is larger than unity. For small samples, 
i.e., for small P,., the probabil ity of sampling the first row for each individual run is small, but if 
the numt)er of runs is increased significantly, it becomes highly probable that the first row will be 
selected in at least one of the runs. This means that the average stimate for the largest singular 
value can be expected to be a little larger than unity. For a larger sample, i.e., for Pa > Ps, the 
probabil ity of sampling the first row for each run increases. (Note that the computat ional  and 
meinory cost of each run also increases.) When we average the results from all of the experiments 
with sample size Pj, the average stimate for the largest singular value is expected to be a little 
hu'ger than ibr the averages of the runs in which Pi samples were taken, but smaller than or1. 
Similarly, it follows that we can expect the estimate for the largest, singular value to increase as 
a function of the sample size when experiments are repeated with sufficient frequency. Similar 
types of arguments for the other two enhancements can be used to show that the accuracy of the 
estimate for cq is likely to increase if they are implemented. The latter two enhancements are 
likely to lead to slightly noisier data to be used for curve fitting. 
The enhancements we suggested above are sufficiently general that they are liable to catch 
problems with problematic matrices. By pr'oblematic matrices, we mean matrices of very large 
dimension which have one or just a few rows (or cohnnns) which are unrepresentative of the rows 
(or colunms) of the matrix as a whole. These peculiar rows (or columns) violate the assumption 
that there will be a abundance of witnesses (a principle described earlier in Section 1.1). 
7When a. tew runs have very high deviation from tile average, and others have relatively little, it should be taken 
as a warning signal that  ti le number of experimental  runs should be incre~sed to improve ti le accuracy of results. 
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Figure 5. Curves for approximating tim largest live singular vahles of & matrix 
allowing for the possibility of duplicate sampling. 
3. NUMERICAL  EXPERIMENTS 
We implemented our a lgor i thm using two different types of data:  
1. a matr ix  constructed from industr ial  text mining data,  and 
2. randomly  generated posit ive semidefinite, square matrices. 
To fit the output  from the algor i thms to a curve for extrapolat ion,  we used a neural net a lgor i thm 
called multiple-lafler feedJorward network (MLFN) and the program in [19]. 
3.1. Text  M in ing  Mat r ix  
In the first set of exper iments,  we considered a 36403 × 10000 matr ix  from a text  mining 
problem. Ti le matr ix  represents data  to be input into an automat ic  retr ieval system based on a 
var iat ion and enhancement of LSI (described in Section 1.4). It is sufficiently small  that  we can 
use a software package we wrote based on the Lanczos algor i thm to compute all of the singular 
values and vectors and compare results with our stat ist ical  est imat ion method.  
We took random samples of ti le rows of the matr ix  and computed the largest five singular 
values of the (smaller) matr ix  constructed from the randomly sampled rows. We repeated the 
process 100 t imes and computed the mean and the s tandard deviation. 
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Figure 6. Curves for approximating the largest five singular values of a matrix with 
no duplicate sampling. 
\¥e performed two types of experiments.  
1. Rows were allowed to be selected more than once when construct ing a small  matr ix  out 
of randomly  sampled rows from the flfll document-keyword matr ix.  
2. Rows were not allowed to be selected more than once when construct ing a small matr ix  
out of randomly sampled rows from tile full document-keyword matr ix.  
Results fi'om our exper iments are given in F igure 5 for the first set of exper iments and Figure 6 for 
ti le second set. The corresponding numerical  data  given in Tables l~e  and Table 2, respectively. 
In Exper iment  1, since we were allowed to take dupl icate copies of rows, we sampled from 15% 
up to 110% of the rows and plotted the results together with the exact s ingular values. Note 
that  sampl ing 110% of the rows means that  some rows will be sampled at least twice. A l though 
our pr imary  motivat ion for using this technique is to reduce the size of the matr ix  involved in 
computat ions,  we decided to sample more than the original size matr ix  out of curiosity, i.e., just  
to observe what  happens.  The results from our exper iments match very well with the actual  
singular values; the first and fourth singular values lie on the curve. They are surpr is ingly good 
when we consider that  we allow rows to be selected twice---which is what  occurred when we took 
40,000 rows at random. 
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Table la. o-1 of a document-query matrix. 
No. Docs. Estimated Standard Std. Dev. as a 
Sampled Singular Value Deviation ~o of Sing. Val. 
5000 
10000 
15000 
20000 
25000 
30000 
35000 
36403 
40000 
161.540 
228.516 
279.560 
322,758 
360.770 
395.405 
426.768 
435.24* 
456.208 
1.48158 
1.28316 
1.35796 
1.58687 
1.47101 
1.44595 
1.34821 
0 
1.28724 
0.9172 
0.5615 
0.4857 
0.4917 
0.4077 
0.3657 
0.3159 
0 
0.2822 
*actual value of o"1 
Table lb. 0.2 of a document-query matrix. 
No. Docs. Estimated Standard Std. Dev. as a 
Sampled Singular Value Deviation % of Sing. Val. 
5000 
10000 
15000 
20000 
25000 
30000 
35000 
36403 
40000 
84.7095 
119.331 
145.622 
168.087 
187.996 
205.775 
222.130 
230.74* 
237.510 
1.69861 
1.50119 
1,78570 
1.5800C~ 
1.65415 
1.72897 
1.67498 
0 
1.51121 
2.0052 
1.2580 
1.2262 
0.9447 
0.8798 
0.8402 
0.7541 
0 
0.6363 
*actual value of 0.2 
Table lc. (73 of a document-query matrix. 
No. Docs. Estimated Standard Std. Dev. as a 
Sampled Singular Value Deviation % of Sing. Val. 
5000 
10000 
15000 
20000 
25000 
30000 
35000 
36403 
40000 
79.1119 
111.990 
137.308 
157.945 
177.098 
193.911 
209.351 
209.897* 
223.837 
1.85479 
1.69140 
1.50624 
1.71470 
1.50329 
1.76334 
1.65003 
0 
1.54668 
2.3445 
1.5103 
1.0970 
1.0856 
0.8488 
0.9094 
0.7882 
0 
0.6910 
*actual value of 0.3 
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3 .2 .  Randomly  Generated  Symmetr ic ,  Pos i t i ve  Semidef in i te  Mat r i ces  
In  a second set  of exper iments ,  we generated  random 50 x 50, 100 x 100, and  160 x 160 
symmetr ic ,  pos i t ive,  semidef in i te  matr i ces  and  used it to tes t  our  method.  The  matr i ces  were 
generated  by  tak ing  the  product  of a rec tangu lar  mat r ix  (for wh ich  one  d imens ion  was 500) and  
i ts  t ranspose ,  where  the  ent r ies  of the  the  matr i ces  were generated  at  random us ing  the  rand( . )  
funct ion  prov ided  in s tandard  C l ibrar ies.  
For  exper iments  for each matr ix ,  we took  random samples  of the  rows of the  matr ix  and  
computed  the  la rgest  five s ingu lar  values.  We repeated  the  process  100 t imes  and  computed  the  
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Table ld. or4 of a docmnent-query matrix. 
No. Docs. Estimated Standard Std. Dev. as a 
Sampled Singular Value Deviation % of Sing. Val. 
5000 
10000 
15000 
20000 
25000 
30000 
35000 
36403 
40000 
66.5506 
93.5245 
114.257 
131.759 
147.268 
161.239 
174.042 
178.821" 
186.166 
*actual value of (74 
1.10516 
0.910262 
0.877629 
(t.974438 
0.834012 
0.847771 
0.828651 
0 
0.831076 
1.6613 
0.9733 
0.7681 
0,7396 
0.5663 
0.5258 
0.4761 
0 
0.4464 
Table le. or5 of a document-query matrix. 
No. Docs. Estimated Standard Std. Dev. as a 
Sampled Singular Value Deviation % of Sing. Val. 
500O 
10000 
15000 
2/)000 
25000 
30000 
35000 
36403 
400O0 
62.6745 
89.0226 
108.730 
125.721 
140.036 
153.438 
165.746 
175.75" 
177.134 
2.18304 
2.29186 
2.75832 
2.45171 
2.61187 
2.66805 
2.65614 
0 
2.85345 
3.4831 
2.5747 
2.5368 
1.9501 
1.8651 
1.7388 
1.6025 
0 
1.6108 
*acttlal value of c% 
'Fable 2. Estimates for 
No. Docs % of Est. for 
Sampled Docs. a 1 
3640 10% t37.885 
7280 20% 194.670 
1092(/ 30% 238.387 
14560 40% 275.452 
1820(I 50% 307.790 
21810 60% 337.201 
25480 70% 364.202 
2912(1 80% 389.343 
32760 90% 413.009 
36403* 100% 435.240* 
*actual wdues 
singular values of a document-query matrix. 
Est. ~r  Est. for Est. for Est. for 
~2 if3 ~4 ~5 
72.451 
101.748 
124.199 
143.469 
160.052 
175.377 
189.472 
202.348 
214.713 
23(I.740" 
67.6975 
95.4731 
116.824 
135.096 
150.843 
165.372 
178,743 
191.060 
202.692 
209.897* 
56.8654 
79.6399 
97.3973 
112.486 
125.528 
137.502 
148.400 
158.715 
168.301 
178.821" 
53.4614 
75.6355 
92.5838 
i07.040 
119.603 
131.113 
141.214 
151.038 
160.030 
175. 753* 
u lean  and  t i le s tandard  dev ia t ion .  Resu l ts  f rom our  exper iments  us ing  neura l  networks  for curve  
f i t t ing  and  ext rapo la t ion  are g iven ill Tab les  3a-f .  They  show that  er ror  for the  pred ic ted  va lues  
are a t  most  5(7(:,, usua l ly  at  most  3%, and  somet ime well be low 1%. Data  f rom Tab le  3a  are 
p lo t ted  in F igures  7 and  8; data  for es t imat ing  the  first five s ingu lar  va lues  are shown in F igure  7 
and  a c lose-up of the  curves  for the  second to f i fth s ingu lar  va lues  is shown in F igure  8. The  p lo ts  
show fair ly typ ica l  behav ior  of the  s ingu lar  va lues of a matr ix ,  i.e., the  largest  s ingu lar  va lue  is 
usua l ly  well  separated  f rom the  o ther  s ingu lar  values;  and  s ingu lar  va lues  tend  to  c lump together ,  
mak ing  es t imat ion  of all but  the  largest  s ingu lar  va lue more  diff icult.  
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Table 3a. Singular values of a randomly generated matr ix  (433 rows). 
1349 
No. Docs. 
Sampled 0"1 0"2 0"a 0.4 0.5 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
0.72723 
0.84923 
0.95757 
1.05398 
1.14197 
0.44620 
0.46738 
0.48519 
0.50147 
0.51450 
0.43252 
0.45406 
0.47275 
0.48858 
0.50179 
0.42267 
0.44405 
0.46237 
0.47823 
0.49197 
0.413197 
0.435080 
0.453525 
0.470148 
0.483833 
100 e 2.91868 0.79740 0.78693 0.76865 0.763555 
100 p 2.91829 0.78334 0.78460 0.77399 0.773992 
Error +0.01% +1.79% +0.30% -0 .69% -1 .35% 
Table 3b. Singular values of a randomly generated matr ix  (408 rows). 
No. Docs. 
Sampled 0"t 0"2 0"3 0-4 0-5 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
5.57267 
6.41632 
7.18334 
7.84493 
8.46411 
3.75887 
3.90178 
4.02225 
4.13141 
4.23245 
3.66296 
3.80677 
3.93523 
4.04578 
4.14977 
3.59168 
3.73416 
3.86842 
3.98116 
4.08335 
3.52545 
3.67511 
3.80911 
3.91956 
4.02310 
100 ~ 20.6324 6.17368 5.97194 5.89014 5.83628 
100 p 20.7545 6.19614 6.07404 5.98334 5.89627 
Error -0 .59% -0 .36% -1.68% -1 .56% -1 .02% 
100 e = exact value 
100 p = predicted value 
Table 3c. Singular values of a randomly generated matr ix  (414 rows). 
No. Docs. 
Sampled 0-1 0-2 0"3 0-4 0-5 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
5.83888 
6.75588 
7.55936 
8.29249 
8.94493 
3.84466 
4.00356 
4.13097 
4.24866 
4.35504 
3.73697 
3.90652 
4.03432 
4.15304 
4.25637 
3.65872 
3.82936 
3.96119 
4.07951 
4.18587 
3.59012 
3.76324 
3.89693 
4.01612 
4.12149 
100 ~ 22.085 6.41339 6.24698 6.19425 6.18721 
100 p 21.971 6.36723 6.22210 6.12456 6.03742 
Error +0.52% +0.72% +0.40% +1.14% +2.48% 
Table 3d. Singular vahms of a randomly generated matr ix  (50 rows). 
No. Docs. 
Sampled 0-1 
10 3.33885 
15 3.83106 
20 4.27363 
25 4.69209 
30 5.07048 
100 e 6.33911 
100 p 6.37887 
error -0 .62% 
100 e = exact value 
100P -- predicted value 
0" 2 
2.45437 
2.70773 
2.90072 
3.09658 
3.26885 
0-3 
2.22538 
2.45462 
2.66843 
2.83547 
3.00324 
0-4 
2.03553 
2.28319 
2.47278 
2.64588 
2.79438 
0- 5 
1.86694 
2.09810 
2.31086 
2.46873 
2.61056 
3.78967 3.65209 3.40648 3.14792 
3.81820 3.53673 3.27863 3.19311 
-0 .75~ +3.26% +3.90% --1.41% 
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Table 3e. Singular values of a randomly generated matr ix  (100 rows). 
No. Docs. 
Sampled 0.1 0.2 0-3 0-4 0-5 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
100 ~ 
100 p 
Error 
3,6205 
4.23928 
4,76766 
5.24972 
5.69946 
7.20429 
7.33406 
-1 .77% 
2.45983 
2.64988 
2.81614 
2.98001 
3.12268 
3.59851 
3.76069 
-4 .31% 
2.29845 
2.50786 
2.67117 
2,83820 
2.98378 
3.45972 
3.52718 
- l .91% 
2.19441 
2.40488 
2.57005 
2.71885 
2.86098 
3.41632 
3.37614 
+1.19% 
2.11359 
2.30662 
2.48070 
2.62267 
2.75399 
3.19492 
3.25973 
- 1 .99% 
Table 3f. Singular values of a randomly generated matr ix  (150 rows). 
No. Docs. 
Sampled 0.1 
20 3.36575 
30 3.90589 
4(1 4.40210 
50 4.82649 
60 5.21732 
101) ~ 7 .95179 
100 p 7.84338 
Error +1.38% 
100 ~ = exact vMue 
100 p = predicted value 
0.2 
2.28341 
2.41334 
2.56226 
2.65764 
2.76016 
3.39929 
3.49566 
-2 .76% 
0- 3 
2.18359 
2.33068 
2.46582 
2.57050 
2.67073 
3.34484 
3.34637 
-0 .05% 
0- 4 
2,11564 
2.25813 
2.39370 
2.50631 
2.59856 
3.33042 
3.24582 
+2.61% 
(75 
2.05212 
2.19526 
2.32850 
2.44106 
2.54005 
3.25039 
3.15305 
+3.09% 
3.3. Appl icat ion of Experimental  Results to Information Retrieval 
As we noted earlier in Section 1.3, to obtain an estimate for a lower bound for the condition 
mnnber of a huge matrix (which cannot be easily manipulated ue to its size), one could coml)ute 
an estimate tbr tile largest eigenvalue using the power rnethod and check it with our method. 
Our numerical experiments show that we (:an find a reliable estimate for an upper bound fbr the 
snmllest nonzero singular value Crmi,~ using data fi'om out" method. Our empirical observations 
indicate that the estimation curve for any singular wdue usually lies below any line tangent 
to the curve. Take the curve for the smallest singular value for which we have data and use 
linear extrapolation, i.e., a tangent line, to find a bound M > ~mil~. This method appears 
to work well when the percentage of sanlpled documents i less than 20% and works less well 
as the percentage of sampled documents increases, is (:lose to the total number of documents 
in the datal)ase---particularly when sampling is carried out allowing for replacement (e.g., the 
fifth singular value in Figure 5). When replacement of sampled data is allowed, it will ahnost 
inevitably introduce rror into the estimate when large samples are taken, since the probat)ility 
that at least one of the data will be drawn twice will be very high. 
We fbund that even very crude implementations of our algorithrn with very few" points allow 
accurate determimLtion of clustering patterns of the singular wdues of matrices which have been 
randonfly generated and matrices which apl)ear in information retrieval applications. 
The matrices we considered from infornlation retrieval applications were those which modeled 
the documents in the datal)ase as vectors, each coordinate of wlfich represents an attribute. It 
has been observed that the singular values of these matrices tend to be unevenly distributed. The 
largest singular value tends to be set apart fl'om the others, then the rest usually chlster together 
(several or more at a time) to form many clusters. The clustering brings forth both good and 
bad fl~atures for computational scientists. Clustering makes it difficult to accurately distinguish 
between singular values within the same cluster, however, a good approximation of a singular 
vector can usually be computed by orthogonalizing only with respect o those singular vectors 
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whose corresponding singular values are in the same cluster [35,36]. Just the knowledge of the 
clustering patterns of the singular values can be helpful since they allow more accurate stimation 
of computations which need to be performed to compute singular triplets (i.e., singular values 
and their associated pairs of singular vectors) of a matrix. A user can decide how many singular 
triplets he/she will compute based on the available computational resources. 
4. FUTURE D IRECT IONS FOR RESEARCH 
There are many possible directions for future study associated with the work we presented in 
Sections 1-3 of this report. In this section, we elaborate on some straightforward tasks and open 
theoretical questions. 
Our experimental results eem to indicate that when two consecutive singular values ~r~ and ai+t 
are relatively close, our method tends to underestinmte the larger singular value and overestimate 
the smaller singular value, i.e., 
O'i(estimated) < O'i(actual ) and o'i+l(estimated) > O'i+l(actual ). 
More data needs to be collected to see if mixing of neighboring singular values occurs during our 
estimation process, and if so, why. A complete xplanation for the mixing should include details 
on what factors (e.g., the spread in singular values and the magnitude of the singular values) 
influence the extent of mixing. 
A second topic for follow-up studies is the choice of the interpolation, i.e., whether neural nets 
are a good choice or whether a simpler method exists. The choice of the neural net also needs 
to be studied. We selected MLFN because it is well known and over-the-counter software is 
readily available, however, we do not know if a better neural net exists; better in terms of ease of 
use, computational requirements, or results (i.e., reliable and accurate predictions). The optimal 
format for data to input for training needs to be investigated. For instance, it is not clear how 
many data points are needed for statistical averaging (for Method 1) or if noisy data but more 
training data points (for Method 2) is better or if a hybrid of Methods 1 and 2 (i.e., Method 3) 
is best. If a hybrid looks promising, fine tuning the mix needs to be examined. 
A third topic for further study is error analysis. Currently, we do not have a means for 
computing sharp error bounds for our estimates of singular values. We have taken the standard 
deviation to be the error in the singular values of the matrices comprised of rows sampled from 
the original, full matrix, and it appears to yield reasonable error bars for the points in our graphs. 
Errors from interpolation using MLFN need to be understood. 
A major challenge well worth attempting is to develop an accurate and inexpensive method for 
estimating the singular vectors associated with the singular values computed using our sampling 
method; we would like to avoid carrying out Lanczos-based computations. One approach may be 
to compute the singular vectors of the sampled matrices to see if they converge to the singular 
vectors. Unfortunately, even if this method works, it would require considerable computational 
work because we would have to perform nmltidimensional interpolation. Furthermore, since we 
sample either rows (or columns), we would only be able to estimate just the left (or just the right) 
singular vectors. To estimate both the left and right singular vectors, we would have to carry 
out the process twice--first sampling rows and carrying out multidimensional interpolation, then 
sampling columns for multidimensional interpolation. 
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